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MEXICAN GOVT HAS SOLID EVIDENCE CORROBORATING
PUBLIC CHARGES OF MEXICO CITY POLICE CHIEF THAT COMMUNIST PARTY
ENGINEERED JULY 26 STUDENT FRACAS. GOVT EVIDENCE ALSO INCLUDES
INDICATIONS OF SOVIET EMBASSY COMPLICITY (INCLUDING TAUNT BY A
PCM OFFICIAL THAT SECURITY POLICE WOULD FIND NO IMPORTANT
DOCUMENTS SINCE THEY WERE ALL IN SOVIET EMBASSY.)

2. MEXICANS OFTEN BLAME FOREIGN ELEMENTS FOR SUCH INCIDENTS
AND PCM LATELY HAS STRESSED ITS DESIRE TO PURSUE LEGAL MEANS
BUT EMBASSY CONSIDERS THAT STRONG POSSIBILITY EXISTS MOSCOW
HAS ORDERED PCM TO ADOPT MORE MILITANT TACTICS. ONE MOTIVE
MAY BE SOVIET DESIRE TO COUNTER IMPACT ON PCM OF CZECH EVENTS;
PCM PAPER, LA VOZ DE MEXICO, AFTER INITIALLY CARRYING FAVORABLE
ARTICLES ON CZECHOSLOVAKIA, COMPLETELY SILENT ON EVENTS IN LAST
FEW WEEKS. LINKED TO THIS MAY BE DESIRE TO STRENGTHEN
INTERNATION DISCIPLINE OF PCM AS ALSO SUGGESTED BY REFURBISHING
AND MORE PROMPT PUBLICATION BY PCM OF INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST
JOURNAL REVISTA INTERNACIONAL.

3. MOSCOW AND PCM MAY BE SEEKING TO TAKE PLAY AWAY FROM
PRO-CUBAN EXTREMISTS THOUGH ELEMENTS OF COMPPLICITY ALSO SEEM
PRESENT. PRO-SOVIET AND PRO-CUBAN STUDENT ELEMENTS JOINED
IN JULY 26 CELEBRATION OF CUBAN ANNIVERSARY. REVISTA INTER-
NACIONAL APRIL ISSUE CONTAINING ARTICLE TAKING MORE FRIENDLY
ATTITUDE TO CUBAN TACTICS HAS JUST BEEN ISSUED HERE AND MAY
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HAVE BEEN INTERPRETED AS SIGNAL FOR STRONGER TACTICS BY PCM. FACT THAT CUBAN AMBASSADOR WENT TO MERIDA INSTEAD OF STAYING IN CAPITAL FOR JULY 26 FIESTA SUGGESTS HE MAY HAVE KNOWN WHAT WAS COMING THOUGH HE WANTED TO AVOID ANY SUGGESTION OF CUBAN INVOLVEMENT.

4. WHILE SEEKING TO AVOID DIRECT INVOLVEMENT, SOVIETS MAY BELIEVE THAT MEXICAN ANXIETY TO AVOID ANY DIPLOMATIC CONTRETEMPS WITH COMMUNIST WORLD AS OLYMPICS NEAR GIVES SOVIET EMBASSY MORE ROOM FOR SUBVERSIVE MANEUVER. HOWEVER, THEY KNOW THEY RISK STRONG GOVERNMENT CRACKDOWN ON PCM. STATEMENT BY MEXICAN POLICE CHIEF WHO LINKED RECENT RIOTS WITH OLYMPICS BOUND TO RECALL TO PCM AND MOSCOW PRESIDENT'S WARNING ON MAY 7 IN TALK WITH PCM POLITBURO THAT GOVERNMENT WILL CRACK DOWN HARD IF PCM FORMENTS DISORDER IN NEXT FEW MONTHS. BUT PCM USED TO CRACKDOWNS AND MOSCOW MAY BE PROCEEDING BY LENIN'S OLD INJUNCTION "BETTER FEWER BUT BETTER."

5. DEPT MAY WISH TO PASS MOSCOW.
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